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In recent years much interest has been mani-
fested in transfers of cellular electrolytes in vari-
ous disease states. Loss of the main cation, po-
tassium, in "excess" of nitrogen has been found
in fasting (1), diarrhea (2), diabetic coma (3, 4),
and dehydration (5). It has further been shown
that at least partial replacement of deficits of cell
potassium by increments of extracellular sodium
occurs in animals on low potassium-high sodium
diets (6, 7), in animals treated with desoxycorti-
costerone (8), in subjects with alkalosis (9, 10)
and in some infants with diarrhea (11 ). Further-
more, the administration of potassium as well as
sodium and water has been found to be therapeu-
tically advantageous in some of these conditions
(4, 12).

Not only do extensive transfers of electrolytes
across the cell boundaries take place, but altera-
tions in osmotic activity of the constituents of
the cells occur as well (13 to 15). Presumably
this is due to changes in the degree of dissociation
of the cations bound with protein, phosphates, or
other organic complexes. The conditions govern-
ing such phenomena and their relation to transfers
of cations across the cell membrane are not known.

In this paper data are analyzed from a large
number of experiments in dogs and human sub-
jects with various alterations of body water and
electrolytes. It is our purpose to identify factors
which condition transfers of cations, to seek re-
lationships between sodium and potassium during
movements into and out of cells, and to calculate
the osmotic adjustments which accompany such
exchanges.

EXPERIMENTALMATERIAL

Animal studies. The experimental data used in these
analyses have been reported previously in a series of
papers (16 to 20). Body fluids were altered as follows:

1Aided by grants from the Fluid Research Fund of
Yale University.

2 Deceased, June 26, 1947.

(1) hypertonicity and an increased concentration of so-
dium in body fluids were produced by either (a) injec-
tion of 2 to 6 per cent sodium chloride solution or (b)
dehydration of the subject by means of urea diuresis or
prolonged water deprivation; (2) hypotonicity and a
lowered concentration of sodium were produced by either
(a) intraperitoneal injection and subsequent withdrawal
of glucose solution or (b) infusion of glucose solution into
nephrectomized animals.

Reverse movements of body water were subsequently
induced in 3 of these 4 groups. This was accomplished
by giving water to dehydrated subjects (group lb above),
or sodium chloride to those with a deficit of sodium or
an. excess of water (groups 2a and 2b above). By these
procedures the volume of intracellular water, which was
decreased in the hypertonic animals and increased in those
with hypotonicity, was restored partially or completely
to normal.

Human studies. Data presented elsewhere (21) on
subjects with or without food while on a partially or
totally restricted intake of fluid are analyzed in this
paper for evidences of transfers and inactivation of body
base. In addition, data are used from experiments in-
volving alterations in body water and electrolytes derived
from 2 patients with attacks of periodic paralysis treated
with potassium chloride (22); from another with con-
gestive failure and anasarca; and a fourth with cirrhosis
and ascites. These are used together with the experi-
mental findings in 2 normal subjects (23). One of these
took 240 grams of carbohydrate together with 20 grams
of potassium chloride, and the other took large volumes
of physiological saline during intervals of 4 and 6 hours,
respectively.

The experimental procedures and the chemical methods
have already been described (5, 15, 16).

Calculation of changes in cellular sodium and potassium.
On the assumption that the chloride in extracellular fluid
is not increased or decreased by movements of this ion
out of or into cells, the change in cellular sodium (Nai')
or potassium (KI') which has taken place in "excess" of
protein or nitrogen may be calculated as follows:

ANai' = bN. - ANai - ANap
AK,' = bK- AKs - AKP

where

bNa and bz = balances of Na and K.
ANau and AK, = changes in Na and K in the extracel-

lular fluid (E), as measured by the
chloride space.
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ANap and AKp= changes in cellular Na and K associ-
ated with the catabolism or anabolism
of protein. These are calculated on
the basis that each kilogram of water-
free muscle protein in the normal dog
contains 7 m.eq. of sodium and 380
m.eq. of potassium (5, 16). These-
values are only slightly different in
human muscle.

Calculation of changes in osmotically active cell base.
The osmotically active cell base is taken to be that por-
tion of sodium and potassium in cells which is not bound
to other cellular constituents, such as the proteins and
the phosphate complexes. This portion is, therefore,
ionized and exerts an osmotic force. Variations in its
magnitude induce movements into and out of cells in
response to osmotic forces.8

The change in the amount of osmotically active base is
taken to be the difference between the predicted balance
of base (bB) and the observed balances of sodium and
potassium (ba+ K). The former is calculated:

bia=W2 B2-W1 B1
where
B1 and B2 = initial and final concentration of base in

the body fluids.
W1 and W.= initial and final volume of total body

water.

The predicted base balance rests on the change in body
water and the assumption of complete osmotic equilibrium,
and has no relation to the chloride space.

RESULTS

1. Transfers of potassium
It is apparent from Figure 1 that in dogs and

humans under a variety of experimental condi-
tions which alter greatly the water and electrolytes
in the various body fluid compartments, potassium
left cells far more often than it entered.

Cellular potassium decreased in a wide variety
of experimental conditions, none of which ap-
peared to be an indispensable prerequisite to such
a change. These decrements were observed most
often, however, in hypertonicity and dehydration
produced by water restriction or urea diuresis
(small solid circles, Figure 1). The potassium in

cells declined significantly-i.e., more than 10 m.eq.
in dogs and more than 25 m.eq. in humans-in
26 out of 44 experiments of this type. Hyper-
tonicity induced by the injection of sodium chlor-
ide solutions, on the other hand, was associated

8 This refers to the end result, and does not exclude the
possibility that the process is initiated by alterations in
the osmotic activity or the base-binding capacity of cel-
lular anions.

with a loss of cell potassium in only 6 out of 19
studies (large closed circles). Hypotonicity re-
sulting either from salt depletion or injection of
water into animals without renal function (open
circles, small and large, respectively) was accom-
panied by a decrease in cellular potassium in only
9 out of 37 periods.

It is to be noted, furthermore, that these de-
creases in the cell potassium occurred without
comparable increases of potassium in the extra-
cellular fluid. The dog with anoxemia in this
series (half-closed circle, Figure 1) with a large
rise in serum potassium exactly equivalent to the
drop in cell potassium is an exception to the
general observation. This animal, however, was
in an agonal state, and ordinary physiological
forces and processes were no longer operative. In
general, therefore, potassium which left dells
merely passed through the extracellular fluid to
be excreted.

However, when some profound interference with
the renal mechanism, circulatory or anatomical,
was present, potassium did not leave the cells.
No such serious impairment of renal function de-
veloped in any of the human studies. In some of
the animals, however, oliguria or anuria was pro-
duced by salt depletion and circulatory collapse,
ureteral ligation, or bilateral nephrectomy (sym-
bols with bars superimposed). In these, potassium
remained in the cells. Hence, the ability or in-
ability to excrete extracellular potassium is one
factor which conditions movement of this cation
out of cells.

On the other hand, entry of potassium into cells,
in so far as it could be detected by the techniques
employed in this study, appears to depend upon
the availability of an exogenous supply of the
cation. Without such a supply potassium entered
cells in only 1 of the experiments recorded on
Figure 1. Even this instance is questionable,
however, since the amount, 30 m.eq., falls just out-
side the error inherent in the human experimental
procedure. In sharp contrast to this finding,
large amounts (100 to 200 m.eq.) entered the
cells of each of the 3 patients given potassium
(solid squares, Figure 1).

2. Transfers of sodium
In Figure 2 it can readily be seen that the wide

variety of experimental procedures employed
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Closed circles indicate experiments in which hypertonicity of body fluids was pro-
duced by the administration of hypertonic saline solutions (large closed circles), or
by dehydration (small closed circles). Open circles represent studies in which body
fluids became hypotonic as a result of the infusion of glucose solution into animals
without renal function (large open circles), or as a result of salt depletion (small
open circles). Superimposed bar on symbol identifies animals with oliguria or anuria.
Closed squares represent patients given potassium. The half-closed circle indicates
an animal in the agonal state.

tended to increase cell sodium, whereas under
similar circumstances, as already seen in Figure 1,
potassium usually declined. These cations differ
in other respects as well. First, extensive in-
creases of intracellular sodium did occur solely at
the expense of extracellular sodium and inde-

pendently of an exogenous supply of the cation.
Hypertonicity was the most frequent correlate of
such a movement. Second, sodium left cells to
enter the extracellular fluid in oliguric or in

nephrectomized animals (symbols with superim-
posed bar). These observations contrast sharply
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FIG. 2. RELATION OF TRANSFERSOF CELLULAR SODIUMTO THOSEOF CELLULAR POTASSIUM
Symbols are the same as mFigure 1.

with the behavior of potassium analyzed in the
preceding section.

3. Relation of cell potassium to cell sodium
transfers

There is evident no consistent quantitative re-

ciprocal relationship between transfers of cell so-

dium and cell potassium (Figure 2). It can only
be said that in a majority of the periods, and in 2
of the 3 cases in which potassium chloride was ad-
ministered, the balance of cell potassium was nega-

tive and that of cell sodium was positive.
This was especially true in the dehydration

experiments (small solid circles). The addition
of sodium in excess of water (large solid circles)
resulted in either a positive or negative balance
of cell sodium, and only some of the positive bal-
ances were associated with losses of cell potassium.
It is significant, however, that many animals in
this category with increases in cell sodium without
losses of cell potassium were anuric because of
nephrectomy, ureteral ligation or salt depletion
shock (symbols with superimposed bar). In these,
therefore, the failure to observe reciprocal de-
creases or increases in potassium could be related

to the limitations imposed on potassium transfers
in the absence of adequate renal function.

In the group of subjects who developed nega-

tive balances of cellular sodium, concomitant posi-

tive balances of cellular potassium, with but 2
exceptions (solid squares), were conspicuous by
their absence. In those 2 experiments exogenous

potassium was available. In the others it was not.

4. The relation of the net exchanges of cell cations
to changes in osmotic activity (Figure 3)

There is a rough inverse correlation between
the net exchanges of cell sodium and potassium
and the internal alterations in osmotically active
cell base, in that these 2 changes had the opposite
signs in a majority of the periods. There was

no quantitative relationship in most of the pe-

riods, however, and in many the changes were in
the same direction. No one set of experimental
conditions showed an increased correlation.

Experiments in which distortions of body water
and electrolytes were partially or fully corrected
sometimes showed reversal of these 2 values. In a

total of 36 such periods, the net exchange of cell
sodium plus potassium was reversed in 18, and
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the balance change in osmotically active cell "base"
was reversed in 20.

DISCUSSION

Certain generalizations concerning transfers of
sodium and potassium are now permissible. It
appears, for example, that large movements of
potassium into cells can occur, provided that an
exogenous supply of the cation is available. This
has been observed in 1 patient given large amounts
of carbohydrate as well as potassium chloride, and
in 2 others who received potassium chloride in
treatment of an attack of familial periodic paralysis.
Apparently a similar penetration of exogenous po-
tassium into cells can occur in the treatment of
infant diarrhea and diabetic acidosis (4, 11). In
these conditions, however, previous losses of po-
tassium are being replaced. This may have been
true in the 2 patients above with periodic paralysis.
Such was definitely not the case in the patient
given carbohydrate and potassium chloride.

It is not possible to state from data on hand
whether an increase in the amount of potassium in
an organism can per se lead to transfers of this
ion into the cells. From in vitro blood cell studies
it would appear that even a large concentration
gradient in serum is not a sufficient impetus for
the entry of potassium into cells, if metabolic proc-
esses are held in abeyance (24). Transfers of
lesser magnitude are known to occur in associa-
tion with metabolic activities without an exogenous
supply of potassium. This has been observed in
vitro during glycolysis in defibrinated blood, and
in the pre-paralytic phase of periodic paralysis
(8, 22, 25). Whether or not such small exchanges
occurred in the in vivo experiments analyzed in
this paper cannot be determined because they
would fall in the range of the cumulative error of
the analyses and calculations.

Movements of potassium out of cells, on the
other hand, are, in part at least, dependent on ade-
quate excretion of potassium. Cellular dehydra-
tion has been found to be the one disturbance most
consistently conducive to the migration of potas-
sium out of cells. However, in the absence of
effective kidney function potassium during life
does not leave its cellular position in any signifi-
cant quantity, irrespective of any changes which
may have been induced.

This dependency of potassium transfers out of

and into cells on an adequate renal function in the
former instance, and on an exogenous supply of
cation in the latter, contrasts sharply with the be-
havior of sodium which is subject to neither of
these restrictions.

It is probable that reciprocal exchanges of these
cations are modified by these restrictions which
are imposed upon potassium transfers. As an in-
evitable corollary to these non-reciprocal move-
ments of these 2 cations adjustment in behalf of
osmotic forces must occur. This is accomplished
in one or both of 2 ways. Water may traverse the
cell membrane, or base in the cell may be inac-
tivated or reactivated from the osmotic point of
view.

Possible sources of error in the calculations
which permit the above conclusions should be
pointed out. The transfers of cell sodium and cell
potassium are calculated on the assumption that
the chloride in extracellular fluid does not enter
cells and that chloride present in cells does not
move out into the extracellular fluid. Obviously
such transfers of chloride between cells and serum
would affect the estimation of changes in extra-
cellular volume from changes in the chloride space.
If, for example, chloride did come out of the cells,
false low values for the extracellular volume would
be obtained. Conversely, if chloride entered cells,
the extracellular volumes would be erroneously
high. These deviations from actuality would in
turn affect the estimation of sodium exchanges in
particular, and to a minor and probably insignifi-
cant extent, those of potassium. It is possible,
therefore, that in some of the experiments in
Figures 1, 2, and 3 apparent transfers of sodium
may merely represent unrecognized changes in the
chloride space. It seems unlikely, however, that
such transfers of chloride, if they did occur, could
imperil the validity of the conclusions in this paper.
First, it has been shown that measurements of
extracellular volume by mannitol correlate closely
with values obtained from alterations in the chlo-
ride space (22). Second, generalizations in this
paper have been drawn only from experiments
with changes in sodium and potassium definitely
outside the possible sources of error, including
those inherent in the use of the chloride space in
calculating changes in extracellular water. Third,
even though errors resulting from chloride trans-
fers were present, they would, in general, merely
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alter the degree rather than the direction of the
transfers of cations. Finally, in any particular
experiment, errors in calculating changes in ex-

tracellular volume would be common to both the
sodium and potassium calculations. Hence the
relations of these 2 transfers to each other would
remain essentially unchanged. Actually, the chief
error in the calculation of these transfers lies in
the determination of serum sodium because the
fraction in cells is such a small portion of the
amount of sodium in the body.

Alterations in the chloride space do not enter

into the calculation of changes in osmotically ac-

tive cell base. The sources of error in this calcula-
tion have been critically analyzed in an earlier
paper ( 15). Concentration gradients between var-

ious compartments of the body fluids, for example,
would invalidate some of the derived data. The
duration of the experiments makes such gradients
unlikely. Moreover, in many of the experiments
the gradient would have to be opposite in direction
to that expected from the conditions of the ex-

periment, to account for the change in osmotically
active base. Furthermore, even if an error of 4
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m.eq. per liter (+ 2) is allowed in the concentra-
tion of the serum sodium, it would not explain
the discrepancies. The calculations of at least
some of the larger changes in osmotically active
base, therefore, are not invalidated by the above
major sources of error.

The findings in these experiments permit dis-
cussion of certain ideas dealing with the distribu-
tion of cations between extracellular fluid and cells.
Boyle and Conway (26) have propounded a theory
which seemed to them to meet thermodynamic re-
quirements; namely, that the muscle cell mem-
brane is impermeable to extracellular sodium and
intracellular anions (phosphate and protein).
Therefore, potassium must be intracellular and
chloride and bicarbonate extracellular. If a small
amount of chloride and bicarbonate were intra-
cellular, an equivalent amount of potassium would
be extracellular. On this model increments or
decrements of potassium would be distributed
through both phases in proportion to the volume
of water in each phase. The theory fails, how-
ever, to explain the exchange of sodium for po-
tassium in the cell and it ignores the relation of
transfers of K to oxidative reactions (25). Fig-
ure 1 clearly indicates that potassium is not added
to or subtracted from the 2 phases of body fluid in
proportion to their relative volumes, as the theory
of Boyle and Conway would require. The ratio
of the increments or decrements of cell potassium
to those of extracellular potassium was frequently
of much greater magnitude than that of the ratio
of intracellular to extracellular volume. In other
words considerable amounts of cell potassium were
transferred across the extracellular phase with very
little change in potassium content of the latter.
Other mechanisms than isotonic distribution of
potassium between the 2 phases must be respons-
ible. Furthermore, the lack of a close relationship
between transfers of cell sodium and cell po-
tassium suggests at least semi-independent con-
trol of each ion. In Figure 2 it is seen that there
is no strictly quantitative reciprocal relation be-
tween the two in a great majority of the experi-
ments. These findings are consistent with the data
of Darrow (11) which demonstrated inverse bal-
ances of cell sodium in only half of the cases of in-
fant diarrhea with depletion of cell potassium. The
evidence does not support the concept that cellular
sodium is merely a substitute for missing cell

potassium. The data presented in this paper sup-
port the theory that cation exchanges across the
cell boundary are related to metabolic activities of
the cell and the expenditure of energy, rather than
to passive transfers resulting from differential
impermeabilities.

The factors which alter the osmotic activity of
the cellular components cannot be defined from the
experiments at hand. The most striking fact
about these alterations is their magnitude. As in-
dicated earlier the balance of osmotically active cell
base greatly exceeds that of the net exchanges of
sodium and potassium across the cell boundary.
This fact suggests that this reaction may sometimes
be primary, and not secondary to the net transfers
of cations into or out of the cells. Certainly from
the standpoint of shifts of water, a change in the
osmotic, activity of cell components is often the
most important determinant of the ultimate distri-
bution of water between the phases of body fluid.
The most striking example of this fact is present in
dog 115 (20) in which at 2.7 hours all of the 1.1
liter of water given as 5 per cent glucose solution
was retained in the extracellular phase plus an ad-
ditional 0.1 liter transferred from the intracellular
phase. Short of a very large and unlikely water
gradient persisting between the 2 phases, this pe-
culiar distribution of water can only be explained
by the inactivation of a large amount of cell base,
or by a complete failure of glucose to diffuse across
the cell membrane. Similarly in prolonged water
deprivation, the amount of water released from the
intracellular phase by the inactivation of base
greatly exceeds that removed by net transfers of
cations out of the cell, by breakdown of protein,
and by osmotic shifts (16). Whether or not such
inactivation, or reactivation, serves a useful pur-
pose is not known.

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

1. Potassium leaves cells in significant amounts
only if it can be excreted. Hypertonicity and
cellular dehydration are frequent, though not in-
variable, correlates of such movements.

2. Transfers of large amounts of potassium into
cells have been observed only when exogenous po-
tassium was available.

3. Sodium, unlike potassium, can enter the serum
from cells even though renal function is greatly
impaired or ceases entirely.
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4. In contrast to potassium large increases in
cell sodium are not dependent upon the exogenous
supply of this cation.

5. Exchanges of sodium for potassium in cells
do occur. This is not, however, an invariable
finding in any particular experimental procedure,
nor are the transfers, when present, always of
equivalent magnitude.

6. Alterations in the osmotic activity of cations
of cells are not correlated closely with either the
direction or the magnitude of the transfers of so-
dium or of potassium.

7. The implications of these data with respect to
the theories concerning the distribution of cations
between cells and extracellular fluid are discussed.
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